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Algorithms for automatically detecting and filtering ground 
covered objects for exact generation of DEM 

Automatic generation of DEM based on image matching technique is an important part in 
digital photograrnmetry. DEM has been found widely in practical applications as in the fields of 
surveying, civil engineering, road design, agriculture, military, etc. For large DEM project, 
accuracy, efficiency, and economy are the three main factors to be taken into account. Accuracy is 
the first important factor to be considered. The effect of modeling methods on DEM accuracy have 
been tested. The characteristics of terrain surface are considered as a difficult and traditional topic 
in generating of DEM. Terrain surface may be open or covered with different objects. For 
generation of accurate DEM, objects on terrain surface must be detected and filtered. There are 
many methods for detecting and filtering objects which have been found on the terrain surface. 
Some of them are basing on mutual location of measured points along definite profiles (geometric 
analysis) or on images converted. 

This article presents formulas for automatically detecting and filtering covered objects on the 
base of the geometric analysis of measured points mutually located along determined profiles in 
X and Y-direction. 

INTRODUCTION 

Automatic generation of DEM (Digital Elevation Model) by Image Matching technique 
(sometime using other term "Image Correlation") [l, 10] plays an important part in digital 
photogramrnetry. The accuracy of automatically generated DEM is nowadays most 
essential. The factors which have influence on DEM accuracy are source data. They can be 
contour form taken topographic maps or aerial photography; size of regular net (grid); 
characteristics of terrain and the modeling methods. Terrain characteristics are considered 
traditionally difficult theme of investigations in accuracy estimation of DEM, especially for 
terrain with large coverage by objects and vegetation. It is especially true for automatically 
generated DEM with matching technique. For exact automatic generation of DEM, covered 
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objects have to be automatically identified (detected) and eliminated (filtered) during 
computational process. For this aim different methods are used basing on geometry analysis 
of measured points of DEM located mutually along fixed profiles and on iterative 
transformed digital images [3, 8]. 

The accuracy of generated DEM can be estimated on the base of elaboration of 
orthophotography [6]. The accuracy estimation of flat surface approximation on the basis of 
interpolation in measured squares net was analyzed and published in [11]. 

Practical accuracy received from [5] shows, that RMS error of point height of DEM 
generated with fully automatic method (Image Matching Technique) is even about 
3.3 x greater than RMS error of DEM generated with analytical photogrammetry for flat 
terrain, and about 1.7 x for hilly terrain and about 1.9 x for mountainous terrain. DEM errors 
generated with interactive method (semi automatic) comparing to analytical method have 
been achieved for three upper characteristics of terrain: 4 x; 1.2 x; 1.5 x worse. Such a large 
error of DEM generated with fully automatic method was due to not performing any edition 
or correction by operator and without any filtering of this "raw" DEM. Systematic errors 
have not been removed. Author of the paper [5] has not given any information concerning 
influence of the systematic errors. 

Automatically generating DEM for town and urban terrain will be very arduous, 
difficult and sometimes unattainable. Ascertaining that automatic detection of buildings in 
urban areas by Image Matching Technique is yet not fully solved [8]. In practice, this theme 
is continually topical and in advance of investigations [2, 14]. 

One of principle advantages of fully automatic generation of DEM is economy and time 
consumption. The time needed for measuring a DEM manually on analytical plotter is about 
4 hours per stereo model (about 5000 points), whereas in case of fully automatic process the 
time is only 1.8 hours for digital images with pixel resolution of 15 µm and 0.6 hours with 
pixel resolution of 30 µm [8]. 

In practice, some digital photogrammetric workstations offered by different firms have 
introduced algorithms for detection and filtering of objects. Explicit algorithms are not 
given in any of their publications [3]. From the point of view of theory it is difficult to 
estimate the optimum of proposed programs. Therefore the problem of automatic detecting 
and filtering of coverage on terrain surface is still important. 

In this article, the algorithms for automatic detection (identification) and filtering 
(elimination) of objects existing on terrain surface, such as houses and trees are included in 
the computational process of generating DEM. It appears that these algorithms are also 
useful to detecting break-lines in open terrain. 

1. Rule of automatic generation of DEM 

Terrain surface can be represented in a general mathematical form as follows: 

Z= F,; (X,Y) (1) 
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where X, Y, Z- terrain point coordinates of DEM, F,, - the polynomial function of n degree. 
In practice, DEM is formed basing on regular net. For this case, selected function F,, in 

(1) is the bilinear function: 

(2) 

The surface of type (2) is illustrated on Fig. l. 

z ~~·· ~ 
X 

Fig. I. Bilinear interpolation surface in regular net 

After absolute orientation of the stereo model, images are transformed to normalized 
(epipolar) images. As result of this operation py = O and px = fitih). On the base of 
Multi-point Matching technique [9] we obtain observation equation system (3) in image 
space, accepting lengths of squares sizes equal to 1: 

v(xa) = g~(l - x)(l - y)dpi,J + g~x(l - y)dP;+ v.] + g~(l - x)ydpi.J+ 1 + 

+ g~xyi+l,j+l - D,.g (3) 

where v(xa) - residuals of observations to the points on epipolar lines on the model, x, 
y - interpolated point coordinates in image space, dp;_1; dp;+1.j; dp;_1+1; dp;+i.J+i 
- corrections to initial parallaxes at points (Fig. l), g;- derivatives in x direction on epipolar 
line of right image, !1g- differences of grey values of point (pixels) on left and right image. 

Equation system of (3) and its solutions are written in matrix form: 

V= AX - L with weight W 

X= (ATWA)-1ATWL (4) 

where: A - the matrix of unknown coefficients, X - the one column matrix of unknown dp ; 
L - the column matrix of free expressions 11g, W - the matrix of weights. 

Equation (3) determines the basic algorithm of Multi-point Matching method for 
generating DEM. The algorithm realizes automatic measurement of horizontal parallaxes 
which is well-known from classical photogrammetry. 
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2. Algorithms for automatically detecting and filtering object on terrain surface 

There are different methods to automatically detecting and filtering object coverage on 
terrain surface. The methods for effective and practical use are presented bellow. 

2.1. Meth od based o n comp ut i n g I o ca I s I ope of terr a i n a I o n g 
definite profiles 

The results of automaticaly generating DEM are written in primitive file of point 
heights of squares net, in which there are points committed error from title of object 
coverage. On definite profile e.g. along X direction the graphical representation of 
measured points DEM is shown on Fig. 2a. 

a 

>----<}-----<J---------<J-------< .-~---~--.-:r--o---o--o-------o 
Terrain Terrain Object 

Terrain Object Te1ni11 

C 

0------,0-----<")--=-s:-,--+-- 

T erra in Object Terrain 

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of point heights of DEM along fixed profile: a) Measured point heights of squares 
along fixed profile, b) Computing local slopes of terrain along fixed profile, c) Computing local trends of terrain 

along fixed profile 

As in Fig. 2b we can first calculate differences of height AZ;_J+i between nearest two 
points in X direction and after that following angles a; (i = 1, 2, 3 ... ): 

(5) 
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For given terrain, from old maps or from local measurements we can define a slope 
threshold a 

8 
of terrain. The slope threshold can be also defined as average angle calculated 

using formula (5). With on accepting of the slope threshold we put condition for detecting 
objects as follows: 

(6) 

where o., > O - convex point; «, < O - concave point; a, =O-point in local planar surface. 
If condition (6) is not satisfied then at the point (i + 1) with height Zi+ 1 is object found. 

The registered height of point (i + 1) has to be filtered and terrain height corrected to 
magnitude t...zi. i+ 1• 

After [15] to equation (3) we add two conditional equations relating two local slopes of 
terrain along X direction (angle a) and Y direction (angle 0) in the following form: 

(7) 

Then, we will obtain new equation system with unknowns a.. and f3i. In this manner 
unknowns of inclination angles of terrain along X and Y direction with the vertex in point 
(i,j) will be simultaneously counted together with dpi.i" At this, functions Fa and Fp are 
definite with the dependence: 

(8) 
t...Xtg/3 

Ff)= Pi., - Pi.,», + z2 z AY af3 = Q 
i,j + i,jl..J. t,,, 

where: t...X, ti Y - sizes of squares net (Fig. 2a), zi,J - local point height of DEM, Ga= ( dFa 
Ida); Gp= (dFfJ ld/3) - partial derivatives of function (8) in relation to a and /3, t...p~x; 
t...p~y-the initial values of difference of horizontal parallaxes between points (i,j), (i+ l,j) 
on profile along X direction and between points (i, j), (i, j + 1) on profile along Y direction 
(look Fig. 1). 

Solving the new system [(3) + (7)] in simultaneous process of computation by least 
squares we obtain dpi_J and immediate values of angles a, and (31 with vertex in point (i, j) 
(i= 1,2. 3 ... - number of profile along X direction and j = I, 2, 3 ... - number of profile 
along Y direction). Using condition (6) 111 turn for a, and {31 the operation system makes 
detecting simultaneously objects in space 2D. In this manner detecting process is more 
exact and faster with high reliability. 
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2.2. M e t h o d b a se d o n c o m p u t i n g l o c a I tr e n d
of terrain surface

In this method instead delimitation of local angles of terrain surface, the local trends on
terrain surface will be formed from groups of points DEM lying on fixed profile (Fig. 2c).
To detect objects lying on surface we compute absolute curvature K (or Gauss' curvature) 
according to given formula (9) in higher mathematics "differential geometry":

(9) 

where: Rp R2 - the main radiuses marked as solutions of square equation:

(rt - s2) Rz + h [2pqs - (1 + pz) t - (1 + q2) r] R + h4 = O (10) 

where: p = (az;ax), q = (aZ!dY), r = (d2ZldXz), s = (d2ZldXdY), t = (d2ZldY2), 

h2 = 1 + pz + ą2- the first and second partial derivatives of function (1) in relation to X, Y, Z. 
For given surface of type (1) the value of Gauss' curvature will be expressed in form:

? K = rt - s- 
h4 

(11)

The problem detecting objects lying on terrain surface leads to investigation
of curvature property at given points along fixed profile. Terrain local trend at
given points will be definite in dependence on magnitude and sign of Gauss' curvature
K. We have three cases:

• K > O ie. Rp Rz in (9) are in the same sign - > convex point,
• K < O ie. RP Rz in (9) are in the inverse sign - > concave point,
• K = O ie. One of two Gauss' curvature radiuses is infinitely great - > point on

horizontal straight line.
The given surface in the bilinear function (2) has curvature Kin point with well-known

X, Y as follows:

- a3 
K=------------- (12) 

We examine now local trends in given points lying on definite profile along each X and
Y direction.

a) Profile in X direction (Y = constans).

In equation (12) putting in Y = Y, = canst and X= X;= i 8..X where: i= 1, 2. 3 ... - the
number of points on fixed profile j; 8..X - the size of square (Fig. 2a). We have:
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(13a) 

The X; in (13a) should be determined from the function (2) with Y = Ye= const as follows: 

Z; - (aa + a2Yc) 
X;=------ 

(a1 + a3YJ 
(13b) 

It is visible that Gauss' curvature in considered point is dependent on its height and 
coefficients: aa, ap a2, a3 characterizing surface generated from certain group of given 
points. The magnitude of Gauss' curvature may be determined simultaneously with 
coefficients: aa, ap a2, a3 by creating new function in the form (13c): 

a3 
Fx(Kx, aa, ap a2, a3) = Kx + ------------- = O 

' i [l + (a1 + a3 Yc)2 + (a2 + a3X)2]2 
(13c) 

The function (13c) is non-linear. After approximation of equation (13c) in Taylor's 
series, we obtain correction equation system: 

After calculating first derivatives the equation system (14) will be written in the form 
similar to (4) and then solved by least squares method. For determining five unknowns Kx, 
aa, a1, a2, a3 it is necessary to have at least five neighboring points (n 2:: 5) lying in a definit~ 
profile. For next points i(i =n+ l; n 2:: 5) lying on the same profile we repeat computation 
for obtaining following magnitudes K,, which describe local trends of terrain surface along 
fixed profile in X direction. ·' 

To solve system (14) the initial values a0, ai, a2, a3 have to be known. These initial 
values can be computed using equation (2) with at least four measured points on DEM. 
Next, initial values I<;. will be determined from (13a). ·, 

For detecting and filtering objects lying on terrain surface along certain profile we set up 
the following condition: 

I «; j 2:: I Kg I (15) 

Kx > O - convex point; K, < O - concave point; Kx = O - point in horizontal line 
I I I 
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where - K8 is the threshold magnitude of terrain surface curvature that was determined for 
given terrain. In case, when condition (15) is not fulfil in considered point i then in this point 
the object is found. 

b) Profile in Y direction (X= const.) 

In similar manner we can qualify local trends of terrain surface along fixed profile in 
Y direction (X = const.). Putting in Y = Y, = i Li Y where: i = 1, 2, 3 ... - the number of points 
on fixed profile j; Li Y - the size of square. We have 

(16a) 

where: 

Z, - (a0 + a2XJ Y, = ---- (16b) 
(a2 + a3X) 

Analyzing of local trends in Y direction is driven similarly to (14) and (15). 

2.3. Method based o n ort hop hot o 

This method relies on secondary realization of Image Matching technique of orthophoto 
images transformed from original one. Objects of covered terrain as houses, trees etc, from 
regard on one's own heights, are source of forming rest horizontal parallaxes on orthography. 
Thanks this, objects are perfectly visible on background of flat profile (Fig. 3) [8, 13). 

i/ 
' 

DEM SURFACE 

\ \ P' 
TRUE SURFACE ~--. ,._---., -·_:' p•· 4 dh" 

-... dh[ ·,+ DEM POINT ",._ p: _, . 
··· · X, ···· ► dxi 

:\, . ►! 

Fig. 3. Relationship between orthophoto and DEM error 
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Orthophoto are obtained first of all from differential rectification technique. After that 
we realize projection equation in the form (17): 

X;= aX0 + bY0 + cX0Y0 + d 

Y; = eX0 + JY0 + gX0Y0 + h 
(17) 

where: X;, Y; - counted point coordinates of orthophoto, X0, Yo, Z0 - point coordinates 
received from primitive DEM of original images. 

For determining 8 unknown coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h in equation ( 17) we must have 
group of n points (n 2'. 4) evenly located in two corresponding systems of orthophoto and 
DEM. These select points have to be on terrain surface. After determining these coefficients 
the transformation of remaining points from DEM system into orthophoto system is 
performed. Next, we generate again automatic DEM with image matching technique. 
Relationship between rest parallax and height dh' of object is written as follows (Fig. 3): 

dh I == dh = dx H 
B (18) 

where: B - base-length of photograph, H - flight height over ground, dh' - is practically 
height correction of DEM in point P'. 

Relating to this group of methods is also one basing on transformed images, which are 
interactively obtained using digital filters and under supervision of an operator. Secondary 
DEM obtained from transformed images could be used for delimitation of objects coverage on 
ground (Edge Detection). A few of digital filters for edge detection are already used in practice. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this article three methods with algorithms for automatically detecting objects 
covering on terrain surface are presented. Two first methods basing on geometry analysis 
were considered as very mathematical. Using these two methods the accuracy of 
automatically generating DEM will be more accurate. Efficiency and accuracy of methods 
for automatically detecting objects depend on the use of mathematical model with 
algorithms for realizing this model. The investigation of mathematical models for 
automatically detecting objects in generating DEM on the basis of image matching 
technique permits significant improvement in digital photogrammetry. 

The work [3] introduces this problem with interesting results of investigations that 
about 80-90% of point heights of objects lying on surfaces became detected and filtered, 
that the DEM accuracy will raise about 35-65% in dependence on using methods for 
automatically detecting and filtering. Unfortunately, in this work as same as another 
publications there are not algorithms but only graphical descriptions relating to this 
problem have been presented. 
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Other conception to overcome a barrier of ground coverage relies on use of laser
technique [l, 12]. This idea is especially effective for DEM elaboration of terrain with
vegetation coverage, because laser beam could penetrate through vegetation layer.
Combination of laser technique and digital images gives powerful possibilities for
automation of generating DEM in difficult terrain. There are two sets of points describing
the same terrain, one obtained from laser technique and one from generated DEM of digital
images. Having these two DEM we can use them to carry out "Surface Matching" method.
In this manner objects could be detected and filtered. This idea is also effective for urban
terrain.

Proposed idea of laser technique is very modem. We must investigate whether this
method is more economical than the methods basing on geometry analysis worked out for
automatically detecting and filtering objects in acceptable accuracy.
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Luong Ching Ke 

Algorytmy do automatycznej detekcji i filtracji obiektów pokrywających teren
dla dokładnego generowania DEM 

Streszczenie

Automatyczne generowanie cyfrowego modelu wysokościowego DEM (Digital Elevation Model) opierające
o technikę dopasowania obrazów (image matching) jest jednym z głównych zadań w fotogrametrii cyfrowej. DEM
ma szerokie zastosowania w różnych dziedzinach jak w projektach inżynierskich, rolnictwie, wojskowej operacji
itd. Trzy główne czynniki, które należy oddać do oceny przy analizie jakości generowania DEM są to dokładność,
efektywność i ekonomiczność. Dokładność DEM jest pierwszym czynnikiem ważnym oddanym do analizy. Na
dokładność generowania DEM wpływają dokładność źródłowych danych, rozmiary siatki regularnej stosowanej
do interpretacji, charakterystyki powierzchni terenu i metoda modelowania. Charakterystyki terenu są rozważane
jako tradycyjnie trudnym tematem w generowaniu DEM. Dla dokładnego utworzenia DEM, obiekty pokrywające
teren jak budynki, drzewa, itd. powinien być detekcyjne i filtracyjne.

W niniejszym artykule przedstawia się algorytmy do automatycznej detekcji i filtracji obiektów wystających
ponad teren dla dokładnego wygenerowania DEM, basując na geometrycznej analizie pomierzonych punktów
siatki wzdłuż określonego profilu w kierunku X i Y. 

A.11rop11TMhI aBTOMaTHJ11pona111IOro pac11O111ana111rn II cjrnm,Tpau1111
OO'heKTOBHa noaepxnocrn MeCTJIOCTH .[IJUI TO'IHOro 06paJOBa11m1 umppoaoń

Mo,uenn MeCTHOCTH (DEM) 

Pe 3 10 Me

ABTOMannflpOBa1-111oe oópasoaauue uaqiponoa BblCOTHOii MO,uen11 DEM (Digital Elevation Model),
OCHOBalHIOe Ha Tex1111Ke npucnocoćncnun H306pa)Kel-lHH (image matching), 5lBn51eTC51 0.UIIOH 113 rnasuux
33]13'1 uurpponoń tjioTorpaMMeTp1111. U11tjipo13a51 MOJienb MeCTI-IOCHI HMeeT w11pOKOe np11Me1-1e1-111e
B p33H6IX o6naCT51X, TaKHX K3K HH)Ke1-1epcKHe npoexrt.r, censcxoe X035!HCTBO, noeuuue onepauuu n npyrnx.
Tp11 OCHOBHble tjiaKTOp1,1, KOTOpL1e .[IQfl)Kllbl ouel-lHB3TJ,C5J B auanme K3'-!eCTB3 C03L\3H!-IOH uurpponoa
MOJien11 MCCTHOCTH, 3TO TO'łHOCTb, 3tjJtjieKTl113!-IOCT6 11 3KOHOM11"'-IHOCTI,, TO'-IHOCTb u11cppOBOH MO.Uen11
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MeCTHOCTH aanserca nepai.n-i a!iaJlH3HpOBaHHl,IM qiaKTOpOM. TO'IHOCTb oópaaosaaaa UHqJpOBOH

MonenH MeCTHOCT°H onpezienmcr TO'IHOCTI, HCTO'!HHKOBblX naunux, paaseepu perynspnoś ceTKH

rrpHMeHReMOH B HHTeprrpeTaUHH, xapaKTepHCTHKH noaepxnocr a MeCTHOCTH H MeTOLla MOL1en1-1poBaHH>l.

XapaKTepHCTHKH MeCTHOCTH npH'IHCJl>llOTC>l TpaL!HUHOHHOro K CJlOlKHl,IM TeMaM o6pa30BaHH>l

UHqJpOBOH MOL!eJlH MeCTHOCTH. 11.rrn TO'IHOro oópaaosaaaa 3TOH MOLleJlH He06XOLlHMblM xnnaercs

rrp1-1cyTCTBHe B03MOlKHOCTH pacnoaaaaauaa H qJHJlbTpaUHH 06beKTOB Ha nouepxuocrn MeCTHOCTH, TaKHX

KaK JnaHHil, nepesa 1-1 np.

B CTaT1,e npencrannenu anropnrxua aBTOMaTH3HpOBaHHOro pacnonraaanaa H qJHJlbTpaUHH

o6beKTOB 81,ICQBl,IBa!OlUHXCil auure ncsepxaocru MeCTHOCTH .!lJlil TO'IHOro C03LlaHHil UHqJpOBOH MOLleJlH

MeCTHOCTH, OCHOBbIBailCb Ha reoMeTpH'!eCKOM aHMH3e H3MepeHHblX nyHKTOB ceTKH BLlOJlb

onpezreneuuoro nporpana B nanpannenanx X 1-1 Y. 


